We consider a multivariate nancial market with transaction costs as in Kabanov (1999) . We study the problem of nding the minimal initial capital needed to hedge, without risk, European-type contingent claims. We prove that the value of this stochastic control problem is given by the cost of the cheapest buy-and-hold strategy. This is an extension of the already known result in the one-dimensional case. An important feature of our analysis is that we do not make use of the dual formulation of the problem, as in the previous literature.
Introduction
In the context of the Black and Scholes one-dimensional nancial market with proportional transaction costs, Davis and Clark (1994) conjectured that the minimal initial wealth needed to super-replicate a European call option is just the price of one share of the underlying asset. In other words, the cheapest buy-and-hold strategy solves the super-replication problem. The conjecture was proved by analytic methods by Soner, Shreve and Cvitani (1995) and (independently, and for more general models and contingent claims) by Levental and Skorohod (1995) by probabilistic methods.
In a one-dimensional Markov di usion model, a simple proof of this conjecture was provided by Cvitani , Pham and Touzi (1999) for general contingent claims. Their approach relies on the dual formulation of the super-replication cost (Jouini and Kallal 1995 and Karatzas 1996) which reduces the problem to a singular stochastic control problem in standard form.
In a recent paper, Kabanov (1999) provided an extension of the dual formulation of the super-replication problem to the case of currency markets with proportional transaction costs. This framework is a natural multidimensional version of the models discussed above. The multivariate super-replication problem under transaction costs presents some important di culties which are not appearent in the one-dimensional model. In particular, we were not able to extend Cvitani , Pham and Touzi's (1999) proof to this context. Instead, we relate the super-replication problem to some convenient auxiliary superreplication problems de ned on ctitious nancial markets without transaction costs. Denition of such ctitious nancial markets is obtained by use of the solvency cone introduced by Kabanov (1999) . We then use a dynamic programming principle stated directly on the auxiliary problems as in Touzi (1998, 1999) . We prove that such a dynamic programming equation allows to characterize the value of the auxiliary control problem as a viscosity super-solution of a suitable Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman partial di erential equation. The remaining arguments are similar to Cvitani , Pham and Touzi (1999) .
The paper is organized as follows. After setting some notations in section 2, we describe the model and the super-replication problem in section 3. The main results of the paper are stated in section 4 with a partial argument; the proof is concluded in section 9 after some preparation in the sections in between. In section 5, we introduce a parameterization of the polar associated with the solvency cone of Kabanov (1999) . In section 6, we de ne auxiliary stochastic control problems which are interpreted as super-replication problems on ctitious nancial markets without transaction costs. Section 7 contains the dynamic programming principle suited with the auxiliary control problem. Viscosity properties of the value function of the auxiliary problem are then reported in section 8. Finally, section 10 contains some examples.
Notations
We denote by the natural scalar product in IR n and k k the associated norm. Given a vector x 2 IR n , its i-th component is denoted by x i . IM n;p denotes the set of all real-valued matrices with n rows and p columns. Given a matrix M 2 IM n;p , we denote by M ij the component corresponding to the i-th row and the j-th column. IM n;p + denotes the subset of IM n;p whose elements have non-negative entries. If n = p, we simply denote IM n and IM n + for IM n;n and IM n;n + . Since IM n;p can be identi ed with IR np , we de ne the norm on IM n;p as the norm of the associated element of IR np . Transposition is denoted by . Given a square matrix M 2 IM n , we denote by Tr M] := P n i=1 M ii the associated trace. Given n scalars x 1 ; : : : ; x n , we denote by Vect x i ; i = 1; : : : ; n] the vector of IR n de ned by the components x 1 ; : : : ; x n . For all x 2 IR n , diag x] denotes the diagonal matrix of IM n whose i-th diagonal element is x i . Given a matrix M 2 IM n;p , we denote by M the matrix in IM n+1;p obtained from M by adding a the rst row of 1. The same notation prevails for vectors in IR n .
We denote by 1 i the vector of IR n de ned by 1 Given a ltered probability space ( ; F; P; fF(t); 0 t Tg) and a scalar p 0, we denote by L p (t) the set of all F(t)-measurable random variables with nite L p norm.
This notation is extended naturally to stopping times. For p = 0, L 0 (t) is the set of all F(t)-measurable random variables. Finally, we will use the convention inf ; = +1.
The model
Let T be a nite time horizon and ( ; F; P) be a complete probability space supporting a d-dimensional Brownian motion fB(t), 0 t Tg. We shall denote by IF = fF(t), 0 t Tg the P-augmentation of the ltration generated by B.
The nancial market
We consider a nancial market which consists of one bank account, with constant price process S 0 , normalized to unity, and d risky assets S := fS 1 ; : : : ; S d g . The price process S = fS(t), 0 t Tg is an IR d -valued stochastic process de ned by the following stochastic di erential system : dS(t) = diag S(t)] (t; S(t))dB(t); 0 < t T : The proof of the last result will be provided in the subsequent sections of the paper. We now give an economic interpretation of the result. Let w 0 be some initial capital. A buy-and-hold strategy is an admissible strategy Also, it is well-known that the solution of the above optimization problem is given by any element of the subgradient @G conc (z) of the concave function G conc at z. where " is an element of @G conc (z " ) for some z " lying in the interval de ned by the bounds diag r]s and diag r + "(r ?r)]s. Since G conc is concave and z " converges to the interior point diag r]s, the sequence ( " ) converges to some^ 2 @G conc (diag r]s). Then claim (4.3) is obtained by passing to the limit in the last inequality. see Kabanov (1999) . In the sequel, we shall denote @H ij := f 2 IR d+1 + : j ?(1+ ij ) i = 0g. Lemma 5.1 (i) K 0 is a closed convex polyhedral cone.
(ii) Let be a nonzero element of K 0 : Then i > 0 for all i = 0; : : : ; d:
Proof. Part (i) follows from Rockafellar (1972) This is the case studied by Cvitani , Pham and Touzi (1999) .
For the two-dimensional case d = 2, we also have explicitly the vectors of the generating family under some condition on the transaction costs matrix ; see section 10. In the general case, we do not have an explicit form of the family of generators. However, the main result of this paper does not require this information.
Remark 5.1 Since K 0 has non-empty interior by Remark 4.3, the range of the family f e 1 ; : : : ; e n g is d + 1. In particular, n d + 1.
In order to have a parameterization of , we de ne the following function f mapping The following result is the key stone of our analysis. t;y;z (t) = (w; y; z). We de ne accordingly the set of admissible controls B (a;b) (t; w; y; z), the stopping time The following result is adapted from Touzi (1998, 1999) .
Since W (a;b) t;w;y;z ( ); Y (a;b) t;y;z ( ); Z (a;b) t;y;z ( ) depends on (a; b) only through the stochastic interval t; ]; we may take supremum on the right-hand side, and we get the required result from the arbitrariness of w, (a; b) The required result is obtained by sending t to T and using Fatou's lemma as well as the lower semi-continuity of g.
We now prove (8.3). Fix (t; y; z) 2 0; T) (0; 1) n+d and some control (a; b) 2 D such that the process (a; b) is constant on a neighborhood of t: Let ' be an arbitrary C 2 ( 0; T) (0; 1) n+d ) function such that 0 = (u ? ')(t; y; z) = min(u ? ') : Let (t k ; y k ; z k ) k 1 be a sequence in 0; T) (0; 1) n+d satisfying (t k ; y k ; z k ) ! (t; y; z) and u(t k ; y k ; z k ) ! u (t; y; z) as k ! +1 Set w k := u(t k ; y k ; z k ) + 1
Observe that for all h > 0 h^ k ! h^ (a;b) for some constant C. In order to obtain the required result, we shall prove that : sup t k r t k +h k kZ (a;b) ?' t = 0: Then, it follows from Lemma 5.3 in Cvitani , Pham and Touzi (1999) The solution of the super-replication problem is given in terms of a variational problem involving the normalized polar cone . Hence, in order to compute explicitly the value function v, we need to characterize explicitly the generating family of the polyhedral cone K 0 .
We rst provide a sub-family of the generating family fe 1 ; : : : ; e n g of the polar cone K 0 .
Consider the IR d+1 vectors : In the general case, one can proceed as in Example 10.3 : de ne the candidate generating vectors as intersections of d hyperplanes @H i;j , then check whether such vectors lie in the polar cone K 0 . In contrast with the two-dimensional case, condition 10.2 does not allow to characterize those candidates which are e ectively in K 0 , and we are unable to provide explicitly a generating family for the polar cone K 0 .
However, notice that the characterization ofĝ as the cost of the cheapest buy-and-hold strategy in Theorem 4.2 can also be used for the explicit computation of the value function of the super-replication problem; see paragraph 10.4 below. Then it is easily checked that v ? 0; S 1 (0); S 2 (0) = (1 + 01 )S 1 (0) + 2 :
Call and put options
Notice that there is no compensation between the two options : the value function is equal to the sum of the super-replication costs of each option. The super-replicating strategy consists in buying one unit of stock 1 and keeping in cash 2 . Notice that we have de ned g 2 in order to insure lower-semicontinuity of the payo function and that only the signe of the inequality matters. Then, it is easily chechek that which is the cost of replication of the index.
Spread option

